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Artists in young fives have been busy learning and creating in the art room this year. 
Your child has been strengthening fine motor skills at various art centers, drawing a 
variety of lines and shapes, and learning about colors.  Here is a list of the projects and 
concepts we’ve covered so far during the first semester: 

 
●  Skill Centers: On occasion the art room is set up with stations for young artists.  These art centers are 

designed to develop fine motor skills and teach proper use of art tools and materials.  On a “center day” 
stations may include the following… 

o Geometric pattern blocks. 
o A variety of building and connecting manipulatives.. 
o Cutting and pasting activities. 
o Drawing prompts. 
o Stamping and printmaking. 

● Cutting and Pasting: Students have practiced using scissors and glue bottles.  Opening and closing 
scissors helps with fine motor development and hand-eye coordination.  

o I can cut with scissors correctly… thumb on top fingers below, use a helper hand to turn the 
paper. 

o I can be responsible with glue. “Dot, dot, not a lot.” 
o I can open and unclog my own glue bottle. 

● Guided Drawings:  Students have been learning how to observe the world like an artist.  Following the 
teacher to create a step-by-step drawing can help lay a foundation for drawing anything 
independently in the future.  Young artists have been practicing using basic lines, shapes and alphabet 
letters to create many drawings with Ms. Reile. After completing the guided drawing together, students 
are often asked to add their own unique details and finish the picture with ideas from their own 
imagination. 

o I can draw lines and shapes.  I can observe and copy a work of art. 
o I can recognize horizontal and vertical lines. 
o I can write letters of the alphabet. 
o I can be responsible with permanent markers. 
o I can color neatly and completely. 
o I can add creative details from my own imagination. 

● Painting:  Students have been introduced to proper painting techniques and care of paintbrushes. 
o I can be gentle and responsible with a paintbrush. 
o I can rinse a paint brush in between colors. 

 

 


